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Stopping IoT-based Attacks on Enterprise Networks
The increased use of IoT devices on business networks presents an growing challenge to security, and printers
are an especially overlooked device from a security perspective. This paper examines specific attack areas for
IoT devices, particularly printers, including data, management, monitoring and reporting, and make
recommendations for protecting against various attacks.
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Introduction
Networks have evolved from simply connecting laptops, desktops and networking
equipment to supporting new devices such as wearables, sensors and even smart
cars. Employers increasingly allow users to connect their own devices to the
organization’s network, and in some cases they even require workers to purchase
their own devices to do so.
Even as the network becomes more complex and varied, security and IT professionals
have recognized that widely used devices, such as printers, physical security systems,
HVAC control systems and point-of-sale devices, represent vulnerable potential
attack surfaces.
All of these many and varied endpoints require active
management, both for normal operations and for security.
The increased diversity of the network translates not only
into an increase in workload and resources, but also into the

The increasingly prevalent use of IoT
devices on business networks presents an
increasing challenge to security.

development and implementation of new tools and techniques
for endpoint management, monitoring and reporting.
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The increased diversity is clearly shown in the results of the annual SANS endpoint
surveys.1,2 Not surprisingly, newer technologies such as smart sensors and employeeowned mobile devices are less likely to be covered under an organization’s security/
IR program. But in the 2016 report, a common networked device—the printer—was
the least likely to be covered under an organization’s security management program,
and the results did not change significantly in the 2017 report. Considering the
ubiquity of printers, this can represent a large vulnerability for an organization and
deserves attention.
This whitepaper will examine specific attack areas, including data, management,
monitoring and reporting, and make recommendations for protecting against various
attacks. Given the lack of awareness surrounding printer security, one of the largest
deployments of such endpoints, we will pay special attention to ensuring that those
devices don’t become attack vectors.

Device Vulnerabilities
Vulnerabilities will continue to multiply with the addition of new device types.
Understanding exactly what bad actors are after, however, can help prevent IoT attacks.

New Device Types Are New Targets
New types of devices on the network create new surfaces for adversaries to attack
and new vulnerabilities to defend. Internet of Things (IoT) attacks are becoming more
advanced, following the same development path we’ve seen previously, from website
defacement and DDoS to attacks for financial gain and espionage. And printers continue
to be part of the wide world of IoT devices.
The first major attack against IoT devices was Mirai, which worked as a botnet
apparently designed with the goal of denial of service.3 Then came reports of Hide and
Seek, which uses P2P techniques to build a structure designed for data exfiltration,
among other things.4 IoT attacks have even entered popular culture—the main character
in the TV series “Mr. Robot” uses a Raspberry Pi device to gain access to the HVAC
system in a large data center in order to threaten the security of corporate backup files.
For more conventional IoT devices, exploitation of printers has been known and
discussed for almost two decades. The Phenoelit Group published tools for printer
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exploration and exploitation in the early 2000s.5 Recently, Müller et al. published6 a more
general description of network printer exploitation and presented it at Black Hat 2017.7
IoT attacks will undoubtedly increase in 2018.8 As users and security professionals,
how should we understand the threat and prepare defenses and response plans? How
can we prevent attacks? And when they occur, as they inevitably will, how can we best
position ourselves to detect the attack and respond to minimize negative effects?

IoT Attack Surfaces Apply to Conventional Devices
Most of the new devices connecting to the network come under the heading of the IoT.
Recognizing the increased network threat from these devices’ diversity, the Open Web
Application Security Project (OWASP) has created a subproject9 to characterize risks and
make recommendations for protection of networks that include IoT devices. The risks and
recommendations also apply to conventional devices such as printers, and so they are
included in the analysis presented here. The OWASP IoT project provides a comprehensive
framework, and defines 15 different attack surfaces,10 all of which should be considered
and weighted based on the environment under consideration. For purposes of this
analysis, we consider the most general and most common cases, as follows.

IoT Attacks Target Data
It’s worth reiterating that the goal of any attack on a
network is access to data. The ultimate target is usually
data directly related to the business, such as financial
information, R&D plans, customer data, personally
identifiable information (PII) and protected health
information (PHI). But device-related data can also be
targeted as a means to reach the ultimate target. This
approach targets the device itself, configuration data,
or data about the users of the devices, such as login credentials.
Data exists on the network in two configurations: at rest and in transit. Data at
rest includes data in files on storage media. This type of data can often be easily
protected using encryption, provided that the decryption key is not readily available
for exploitation. Data in transit includes the same data, which may normally be at rest
but is in transit between storage locations, or on its way to an output device such as a
printer, or perhaps an LED or LCD display. It also includes more ephemeral data, such
as login or access credentials, or telemetry data from a sensor. Data in transit can be
protected by encryption, but generally the means for decryption must exist at one end
of the transit path, which presents an exploitable vulnerability.
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Prevention and Response to IoT attacks
Recognizing that IoT devices represent a new set of threats to the network, the Center
for Internet Security has developed an Internet of Things Security Companion to the CIS
Critical Security Controls.11 As of this writing, it hasn’t yet been updated to correspond
to V7 of the Critical Security Controls, but the current version is still quite valuable for
assessment and planning. (All the numbering below is consistent with V6.)

Inventory
The first step to preventing attacks on IoT devices is knowing that those devices are on
the network in the first place. Control #1 – Inventory of Authorized and Unauthorized
Devices is first for a reason. This control is especially important for IoT devices, because
scanning the network for endpoints may pose a threat to non-PC devices, putting them
into error states or causing them to shut down or reboot spontaneously.
As found in the SANS endpoint security surveys referenced earlier, many enterprises
don’t include IoT devices in their central device management processes, and even fewer
include them in their security and incident management programs. As an example, only
60 to 70 percent of enterprises include printers in their device management solutions,

SANS surveys indicated that
only 60 to 70 percent of
enterprises include printers
in their device management
solutions, and 40 to 50 percent
of enterprises include them in
their IR processes.

and 40 to 50 percent of enterprises include them in their IR processes.
The situation is complicated because some IoT devices use proprietary
communications protocols with application-specific messaging and may require
passive line or RF monitoring, or even manual audits. Thus, it may be very difficult
to create and maintain an inventory of connected IoT devices via scanning; manual
physical inventory may be necessary.

Architecture
Most authorities strongly recommend the use of segregation strategies such as VLANs
to isolate IoT devices in general. Segregation is especially important for devices that
cannot be updated regularly, such as laboratory research equipment, medical devices or
critical manufacturing devices. For devices such as printers, which need to be accessed
from standard user devices, it may be more appropriate to use firewalls or intrusion
detection systems to control flow among different portions of the network. This guidance
corresponds to Control #18 – Boundary Defense, referring not to the perimeter of the
organization but to internal boundaries between and among internal networks.
Consistent implementation of this control may be complicated
by the fact that employees often co-mingle IoT software on
their corporate assets (laptops/phones) with their personal IoT
devices (e.g., fitness trackers), or bring their personal IoT devices

Organizations should monitor for personal
IoT-related traffic and take actions to deny
that traffic when necessary.

(e.g., smart TVs) directly into the network. This practice opens
up command-and-control channels between the installed software and sites on the
Internet used for data collection or management. Recent reports that fitness trackers
worn by military personnel may have inadvertently revealed the location of military
bases is a good, if extreme, example of the danger.
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Organizations should monitor for personal IoT-related traffic and take actions to deny
that traffic when necessary.

Access Control
Many IoT devices require passwords to access system management functions. Some
can be attached to a directory, such as Active Directory, to allow the use of domain
administrator accounts and restrict the use of administrator privileges. If the use of
a directory is not possible, strong passwords are essential, and account access must
be audited.
This aspect of security can be especially challenging for IoT devices that are
deployed in relatively public areas. Those devices also frequently require the use of
shared accounts by the technicians who maintain them. In those cases, additional
physical security, such as locks and manual auditing procedures, can serve as
compensating controls.
All these suggestions fall under the guidance of several controls, including
#5 – Controlled Use of Administrative Privileges, #14 – Controlled Access Based on
Need to Know, #15 – Wireless Access Control and #16 – Account Monitoring and Control.
If authentication to the IoT device is not required, which is occasionally the case,
then the use of a compensating control such as physical access control should be
considered mandatory.

Management
As noted in the 2016 and 2017 SANS endpoint surveys, a high percentage of IoT devices
fall outside the existing central management processes of an organization, ranging from
a low of 35 percent (for printers) to 80 percent or higher (for less common devices such
as sensors, industrial control system and manufacturing-floor devices, HVAC, etc.). The
ramifications of this situation go beyond the simple access management noted above.
Once an organization is aware of the presence of these devices on its network and
has appropriately restricted their access to the network, it must actively manage
them. Some devices will have no configuration options. But for a device with several
instances on the network, it is advisable to determine a secure configuration, then
store and maintain the configuration in a configuration management database (CMDB.)
Then, when additional instances of the device are added to the network, they can be
configured using that previously determined secure configuration. This procedure is
covered in Control #3 – Secure Configurations for Hardware and Software.
In addition to maintaining a secure configuration for new deployments, devices should
come under the organization’s vulnerability assessment and patching program, as
noted in Control #4 – Continuous Vulnerability Assessment and Remediation. When
new threats or software configurations are available, however, testing in a production
environment is often impractical and unadvisable. Collaborative or vendor laboratories
are likely the best venues for testing. In addition, IoT software is often upgraded as
a new flash image, rather than patched. This process may not be feasible over the
network and require direct physical access. Whatever the case, digital signatures should
be used and evaluated by the device prior to loading.
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Monitoring
As noted above, IoT devices can add a substantial change in the attack surface
and threat profile for an organization. Security teams needs to exercise their
collective imagination to create potential threat models and defenses. These models
will determine the monitoring strategy as well. Conventional devices can often
accommodate the use of agents on the host; IoT devices are not likely to support that
model. IoT devices may use unique protocols, so monitoring of normal network traffic
may not provide necessary visibility into activity involving the devices. And direct query
of the device may be problematic, since standard query methods may put the device
into an error state or disable the device.

Defense
Control #8 – Malware Defense addresses the specific problem of malware infecting
and then running on an IoT device. Most IoT devices have limited processing power, so
both malware infection and implementation of malware protections can be seriously
problematic. In addition, with the exception of devices running a more or less full Linux
stack, there have not been significant examples of exploits targeting specific IoT targets.
This will likely change, however, as individual IoT technologies achieve more widespread
deployment. As this report is being written, for example, researchers have announced
proof of concept to hack Amazon’s Alexa to allow it to spy on users.12
While it may not be possible to implement onboard monitoring, observation of network
traffic can provide a useful substitute. If malware infection is possible, a primary vector
will likely be through subversion of patching or firmware updates. Organizations should
pay serious attention to supply chain risk management to prevent this intrusion.

Reporting
Control #6 – Maintenance, Monitoring and Analysis of Audit Logs discusses the necessity
of a reporting capability to facilitate monitoring. Ideally the monitoring and response
capability are centralized and integrated within an organization, so normalization of the
reporting artifacts is critical. If the device includes a reporting capability such as syslog
or syslog-ng, this probably can be integrated into the organization’s larger monitoring
capability, though coding of logs may be necessary to make them useful. XML- or JSONformatted logs can facilitate this integration. Some devices may require the use of
out-of-band logging and reporting, but these should still be integrated into the central
reporting infrastructure to facilitate response coordination.
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Recommendations
The increasingly prevalent use of IoT devices, including printers, on business networks
presents an increasing challenge to security. To address this increased challenge,
organizations should do the following:
• Maintain an accurate inventory of IoT and other hardware devices on the network.
You can’t manage what you can’t see.
• Control access to the potentially problematic devices through physical and/or
logical isolation and account-related controls, utilizing directory protocols where
possible.
• Actively manage the devices, preparing new devices with a standard configuration
prior to adding them to the network, and incorporating them into the vulnerability
assessment and patching process at deployment.
• Continuously monitor the devices, either via onboard host defenses and logging
or by observing network traffic involving the devices.
• Integrate the reporting capability from these newer types of devices into
the existing, preferably centralized, reporting and response capability of the
organization.
IoT devices are here to stay. It’s preferable to generalize existing processes to
accommodate the newcomers, rather than creating “separate but equal” processes that
will have to be merged later.
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